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Ireland-Scotland W4 Recontact Smoker 

 

Q# VarName IES4-CS 

INTRODUCTION 

002 BI201 Ask all. 

Hello, my name is [interviewer name] from [survey firm].   Could I please speak to [participant name/ the person who 

helped us with a survey on smoking last year]? 

003 BI208 Ask all. 

Once participant is on the line: 

Hello, I'm calling from [survey firm] regarding the phone survey on smoking that you completed about 12 months ago. You 

may recall that the survey is being conducted by an international group of universities and research institutions in four 

countries. We are calling to ask whether you would be willing to answer the follow-up survey that would take about [survey 

length]. 

1   Yes 

2   No 

3   Appointment 

If response = 1, go to 007/BI229. 

If response = 2, go to 004/BI425. 

If response = 3, go to 006/BI971. 

004 BI425 Ask if 003/BI208=2 and letter has been sent. 

This is a survey that is being conducted among smokers and nonsmokers in UK and Scotland. It's very important for the 

accuracy of the survey for people who agreed to do the survey to actually complete it. That is why we have sent you the 

[payment]. 

 

Will you help us now by completing the survey today? 

We can arrange another time for you to complete the survey, if this time is not convenient. 

1   Yes 

2   No 

3   Make appointment 

4   Start interview again 

If another time, make appointment. 

If response=1, go to 009/BI235. 

If response=2, go to 013/BI901. 

If response=3, make appointment. 

If response=4, go to 002/BI201. 
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005 BI426 Ask if 003/BI208=2 and letter has not been sent. 

This is a survey that is being conducted among smokers and nonsmokers in UK and Scotland. It's very important for the 

accuracy of the survey for people who agreed to do the survey to actually complete it.   We would like to thank each person 

who takes part by sending them [payment]. We do not have an address for you, but we would be happy to send you the 

[payment]. I can record an address at the end of the interview if you'd like. 

 

Will you help us now by completing the survey today? 

We can arrange another time for you to complete the survey, if this time is not convenient. 

1   Yes 

2   No 

3   Make appointment 

4   Start interview again 

If another time, make appointment. 

If response=1, go to 009/BI235. 

If response=2, go to 013/BI901. 

If response=3, make appointment. 

If response=4, go to 002/BI201. 

006 BI971 If 003/BI208=3. 

If necessary, say: I understand.  Could you tell me why you can't continue with the survey? 

1   Household refusal to get respondent 

2   Respondent is unavailable this wave (e.g. sick or away) 

3   Respondent has died 

4   Respondent no longer at this phone number and new respondent number given 

5   Respondent no longer at this phone number and no new respondent number given 

6   Tried next of kin, or no next of kin, and no new phone number 

7   No address or white pages listing (supervisor use only) 

8   Respondent calls to withdraw (supervisor use only) 

Enter reason for being unable to continue. 

Go to 013/BI901. 

007 BI229 If letter was sent, ask. 

We sent out a letter to update you on the follow-up survey, including a [payment] for your partcipation in this follow-up 

survey.  Did you receive the letter and the [payment]? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

3   Can't Say 

If response=1, go to 009/BI235. 

If response=2-3, go to 008/BI212. 
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008 BI212 Ask if 007/BI229=2-3. 

I'm very sorry. Our mailing service sent out the letter with [payment] within the last week.  We fully intended for the 

[payment] to get to you by today and we would like you to answer the survey today, but if you feel more comfortable waiting 

until you receive the [payment] before you answer the survey, we could schedule the survey in a few days time. 

Would you answer the survey now or would you like to wait until the letter arrives? 

1   Answer the survey now 

2   Wait a few days 

3   Start the survey again 

If response=1, go to 009/BI235. 

If response=2, make appointment. 

If response=3, go to 002/BI201. 

009 BI235 Ask all. 

As with the last survey, your answers to this survey will be kept absolutely confidential. All personal information, including your 

name and address, will be kept strictly confidential and will not be shared with any person or group that is not associated with this 

survey. 

Would you be willing to spend about [survey length] to answer the survey? 

1   Yes, complete survey now 

2   Yes, complete survey but at another time 

3   No, do not want to complete survey 

4   Start interview again 

If another time, make appointment. 

If response=1, go to 016/BI255. 

If response=2, go to 010/BI241. 

If response=3, go to 011/BI439. 

If response=4, go to 002/BI201. 

010 BI241 Ask if 009/BI235=2. 

When would be a more convenient time to complete the survey? 

1   Appointment 

2   Refused 

3   Start interview again 

If another time, make appointment. 

If response=1, make appointment. 

If response=2, go to 011/BI439. 

If response=3, go to 002/BI201. 
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011 BI439 Ask if 010/BI241=2. 

We understand how you feel. We really appreciate your participation in the first surveys.  The difference between this and 

most other surveys is that this is an international research project and we are talking to the same people a number of times 

to better understand what affects their opinions and smoking behaviour.  This is why your participation is so important to us. 

 

Can we just start with a few questions and see how it goes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

If hesitates, say “Or would another time be better?” 

If response=1, go to 016/BI255. 

If response=2, go to 012/BI900. 

012 BI900 Sorry to have bothered you.  Thank you for your time. 

Terminate call. 

013 BI901 Thank you for your time and assistance. 

Terminate call. 

015 BI100 For the 6 month times, insert into script:  

   For interviews taking place during first 10 days of month=“Early” 

   For interviews taking place during days 11-20 of month=“Middle” 

   For interviews taking place during days 21- end of month=“Late” 

 

Create string variables that will be referred to often in this program: 

     6M Anchor=“[Early/Middle/Late] [CURRENT MONTH – 6]” 

     1M Anchor=“[CURRENT MONTH – 1] [CURRENT DAY OF MONTH]” 

016 BI255 Ask all. 

Thank you very much for agreeing to participate in our survey. Before we begin, I'll mention that some of the questions ask 

you about the last 6 months: that means any time from [6M Anchor] until now. Other questions ask you about the time since 

the last survey, about [LSD]. Also, you might recognize some of the questions from the last survey. For these questions we 

are interested in what may or may not have changed since the last time we spoke. Finally, if there is any question you do not 

wish to answer, just let me know and we will skip it and go on to the next. Let's begin. 

017 BI570 Interviewer Training Note: Quitting attempts section skips/refusals 

 If a respondent skips/refuses, etc. any of 019/QA331, 020a/QA336, 020b/QA337, 021/QA341, 022a/QA441a-f, 024a/QA561, 

028/QA701, 029/QA706, 030/QA711, 032a/FR306, or 032b/FR307, say: “You could skip this question, as we said earlier, but it is 

a key question that will help us to skip  unnecessary questions later in the survey. If at all possible, we'd ask you to try to answer 

the question.”  

 

If a respondent refuses to answer 019/QA331, 020a/QA336 or 020b/QA337 (highly unlikely), even after the conversion script 

above, then we need to say: “As you know this is a survey on smoking and we will need to determine whether you are currently 

smoking in order to proceed with the survey.”   If they refuse again, then we need to assign them a new refusal disposition code 

of 39 and terminate. 
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019 QA331 Ask if LSD smoking status=1-3. 

Have you made any attempts to stop smoking since we last talked with you in [LSD]? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 020a/QA336. 

If response=2, go to 031/FR301. 

Otherwise, note 017/BI570. 

020a QA336 Ask if 019/QA331=1. 

Are you back smoking or are you still stopped? 

1   Back smoking 

2   Still stopped 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 023a/QA551. 

If response=2, go to 022a/QA441. 

Otherwise, note 017/BI570. 

020b QA337 Ask if LSD smoking status=4-6. 

The last time we spoke to you in [LSD], you had quit smoking.  Are you back smoking or are you still stopped? 

If response=1, go to 023a/QA551. 

If response=2, go to 021/QA341. 

Otherwise, note 017/BI570. 

021 QA341 Ask if 020b/QA337=2. 

So you have been quit the entire time since [Quit Date] -- is that correct? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, set 022d/QA441d-f to quit date reported at LSD and go to 028/QA701. 

Otherwise, go to 022a/QA441. 

022a QA441a Ask if 020a/QA336=2 OR (020b/QA337=2 and 021/QA341=2). 

When did your most recent quit attempt start?   How many days, weeks or months ago? 

(days) 

022b QA441b (weeks) 

022c QA441c (months) 

022d QA441d (day of month) 
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022e QA441e (month) 

01   January 

02   February 

03   March 

04   April 

05   May 

06   June 

07   July 

08   August 

09   September 

10   October 

11   November 

12   December 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

022f QA441f (year) 

022g QA442v (Derived variable: Number of days since start of most recent quit attempt.) 

023a QA551a Ask if 020a/QA336=1 OR 020b/QA337=1 OR 022g/QA442v<(1/2 of time since [LSD]) OR QA442v=Don't 

Know/Refused. 

020a/QA336=1 or 020b/QA337=1:   What is the longest time that you stayed smoke-free since [LSD]?     

020a/QA336=2 or 020b/QA337=2:   What is the longest time that you stayed smoke-free since [LSD], including your 

current quit attempt? 

(hours) 

Go to 024a/QA561. 

023b QA551b (days) 

023c QA551c (weeks) 

023d QA551d (months) 

Maximum number of months is 14. 

023e QA553v (Derived variable -- composite:   023a/QA551a-d AND derived variable 022g/QA442v:  number of days of longest time 

smokefree since LSD.  Note: hours<24=0 days (i.e. do not round up to 1 day)) 

IF 023e/QA553v<1 day, go to 028/QA701. 

Otherwise, go to 024a/QA561. 

023e QA551v Derived variable: Longest time smoke-free since LSD, in days. 

SUM OF 023b/QA551b, 7xQA551c, AND 30xQA551d. 

023ez QA555 Ask if 023e/QA551v<QA442v. 

You mentioned your most recent quit attempt started [%022g/QA442v] days ago but the longest time you stayed quit for 

was [%023e/QA551v] day(s). I need to ask you those questions again. 

Go to 022a/QA441a. 
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024a QA561 Ask if 023e/QA553v>=1 day AND 021/QA341 NE 1. 

020a/QA336=2 or 020b/QA337=2:   In total, how many times have you tried to quit smoking since [LSD], including the 

current quit attempt? 

020a/QA336=1 or 020b/QA337=1:   In total, how many times have you tried to quit smoking since [LSD], excluding 

any attempts that started before [LSD]? 

Enter number of attempts.  Do not include quitting attempts that began before [LSD]. 

If response>50, go to 024b/QA562. 

Otherwise, go to 025a/QA661. 

024b QA562 Ask if 024a/QA561>=50. 

Are you sure you mean [024a/QA561] attempts to quit? 

1   Yes, intend answer 

2   No, don't intend answer 

If response=2, go back to 024a/QA561. 

Otherwise, go to 025a/QA661. 

025a QA661a Ask if 023e/QA553v>=1 day AND 021/QA341 NE 1. 

024a/QA561>1:   How long ago did your most recent quit attempt end? 

Otherwise:  How long ago did your quit attempt end? 

(days) 

025b QA661b (weeks) 

025c QA661c (months) 

025d QA661d (day of month) 

Day not required if not current or immediate past month. 

025e QA661e (month) 

01   January 

02   February 

03   March 

04   April 

05   May 

06   June 

07   July 

08   August 

09   September 

10   October 

11   November 

12   December 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

(Enter month;  day not required if not current or immediate past month) 

025f QA661f (year) 

025g QA662v (Derived variable: Number of days since most recent quit attempt ended.) 
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026 QA671 Ask if 024a/QA561 NE 0. 

024a/QA561=1 or Don't Know/Refused :   When you stopped smoking, did you stop suddenly or did you gradually cut 

down on the number of cigarettes you smoked?  

024a/QA561 >1:   On your most recent quit attempt, did you stop smoking suddenly or did you gradually cut down on the 

number of cigarettes you smoked? 

1   Stopped suddenly 

2   Cut down gradually 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=2, go to 027/QA673. 

Otherwise, go to 028/QA701. 

027 QA673 Ask if 026/QA671=2. 

Did you cut down gradually by delaying the first cigarette you had each day for longer and longer, or just by trying to smoke 

less and less? 

1   By delaying the first cigarette of the day 

2   By trying to smoke less and less 

3   Both 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

028 QA701 Ask if 020a/QA336=2 OR 020b/QA337=2. 

022g/QA442v<=30 days:   Have you had any cigarettes, even a puff, since you quit smoking?  

022g/QA442v>30 days:     Have you had any cigarettes, even a puff, in the last month? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 029/QA706. 

Otherwise, go to 033/FR309v. 

029 QA706 Ask if 028/QA701=1. 

Was this a slip-up or are you still allowing yourself the occasional cigarette? 

1   Slip up 

2   Allowing an occasional cigarette 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=2, go to 030/QA711. 

Otherwise, go to 033/FR309v. 
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030 QA711 Ask if 029/QA706=2. 

Read out response options. 

How often have you allowed yourself a cigarette?   Would it be . . . 

1   Daily 

2   Less than daily, but at least once a week 

3   Less than weekly, but at least once a month 

4   Less than monthly 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If 030/QA711=1-3, say: 

For the purposes of the survey, we will be considering people who smoke at least once a month to be smokers. 

Go to 033/FR309v. 

031 FR301 Ask if (033/FR309v at LSD=1-3) AND ((019/QA331=2) OR (QA331=1 AND 020a/QA336=1)). 

The last time we spoke to you in [LSD], you said that you smoked [smoking status at LSD].  Do you still smoke [LSD 

status]? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 033/FR309v. 

Otherwise, go to 032a/FR306. 
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032a FR306 Ask if 031/FR301 NE 1. 

Code response according to the following scale. 

Smoking status at [LSD]=1:   Are you now smoking at least once a week, or are you smoking less than once a week but 

at least once a month? 

Smoking status at [LSD]=2:   Are you now smoking daily, or are you smoking less than once a week but at least once a 

month? 

Smoking status at [LSD]=3:   Are you now smoking daily, or are you smoking less than daily but at least once a week? 

1   Daily 

2   Weekly 

3   Monthly 

4   Less than monthly and self-described as smoker 

5   Less than monthly and self-described as quitter 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If respondent says they have quit, say: 

“Can I please check your answer to an earlier question ... “ and route them back to 019/QA331. 

If respondent mentions less than monthly, ask: 

“Since you smoke less than monthly, you could be considered a smoker or a quitter. Some of the questions we ask are different 

for smokers and quitters. For the purposes of this interview, would you like to be considered a smoker or a quitter?” 

Go to 033/FR309v. 

032b FR307 Ask if 020b/QA337=1. 

Do you currently smoke daily, weekly, or monthly? 

1   Daily 

2   Weekly 

3   Monthly 

4   Less than monthly 
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033 FR309v Derived variable: smoking status in current wave: 

 

If 031/FR301=1 then 033/FR309v = LSD smoking status. 

Otherwise: 

 

1 – Daily smoker       (if 030/QA711 OR 032a/FR306 OR 032b/FR307=1).  

2 – Weekly smoker    (if 030/QA711 OR 032a/FR306 OR 032b/FR307=2).  

03 – Monthly              (if 030/QA711 OR 032a/FR306=3-4 OR 032b/FR307=3).   

 

If 028/QA701=2 OR 029/QA706=1 OR 030/QA711=4 OR 032a/FR306=5: 

 

04 – Quit in the last month             (if 022g/QA442v<=30). 

05 – Quit 1-6 months ago               (if 022g/QA442v>30 and<=180). 

06 – Quit more than 6 months ago   (if 022g/QA442v>180). 

If smoking status=1, go to 034/FR216. 

If smoking status=2, go to 035/FR226. 

If smoking status=3, go to 036/FR236. 

If smoking status=4-6, go to 050a/SB203. 

034 FR216 Ask if 033/FR309v=1. 

On average, how many cigarettes do you smoke each day, including both [factory-made/ packet] and roll-your-own 

cigarettes? 

Enter number of cigarettes. 

If respondent gives range (e.g. 15-20 cigarettes) and cannot be more specific, take the midpoint of the range and round up if 

necessary (e.g. 17.5 becomes 18.0). 

Go to 037a/FR321. 

035 FR226 Ask if smoking status=2. 

On average, how many cigarettes do you smoke each week, including both [factory-made/ packet] and roll-your-own 

cigarettes? 

Enter number of cigarettes. 

If respondent gives range (e.g. 15-20 cigarettes) and cannot be more specific, take the midpoint of the range and round up if 

necessary (e.g. 17.5 becomes 18.0). 

Go to 037a/FR321. 

036 FR236 Ask if smoking status=3. 

On average, how many cigarettes do you smoke each month, including both [factory-made/ packet] and roll-your-own 

cigarettes? 

Enter number of cigarettes. 

If respondent gives range (e.g. 15-20 cigarettes) and cannot be more specific, take the midpoint of the range and round up if 

necessary (e.g. 17.5 becomes 18.0). 
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037a FR321 Ask if (smoking status=1-3) and (037b/FR326 at LSD=1-3): 

The last time we spoke, you told us that you smoked [LSD response to 037b/FR326 -- factory-made vs. RYO vs. both].  Is 

this still the case? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 037b/FR326 and enter same code as at LSD.  

Otherwise, go to 037b/FR326 and ask which of two other options. 

037b FR326 If 037a/FR321=1, enter same code as at LSD. 

If 037a/FR321=2-9 ask which of two other options. 

Read out response options. 

Do you now smoke . . ? 

1   [Packet/ factory-made] cigarettes only 

2   Roll-your-own cigarettes only 

3   Both 

If response=3, go to 037c/FR331. 

Otherwise, go to 038a/FR600a. 

037c FR331 Ask if 037b/FR326=3. 

For every ten cigarettes you smoke, about how many are roll-your-own? 

Enter number of roll-your-own cigarettes.  Enter 0 if less than 1.  You can't answer more than 10. 

038a FR600a Ask if smoking status=1-2 AND (038a/FR600a OR 038b/FR600b at [LSD]=1). 

Are you still employed outside the home? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 039/FR431. 

Otherwise, go to 041/BR310. 

038b FR600b Ask if smoking status=1-2 AND (038a/FR600a/FR600b at [LSD] NE 1). 

Are you currently employed outside the home? 
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039 FR431 Ask if 038a/FR600a=1 OR 038b/FR600b=1. 

Is there any difference between the number of cigarettes you smoke during a workday and the number you smoke during a 

non-working day? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 040a/FR441. 

Otherwise, go to 041/BR310. 

040a FR441 Ask if 039/FR431=1. 

Probe for a precise number.   If less than one per day, enter 0. 

If respondent gives a range (e.g. 15-20) and cannot be more specific, take the midpoint of the range and round up if necessary 

(e.g. 17.5 becomes 18). 

On average, how many cigarettes do you smoke on a workday? 

040b FR446 On average, how many cigarettes do you smoke on a non-working day? 

If [040a/FR441]=[FR446], clear [039/FR431-FR441] and re-ask. 

041 BR310 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

Do you have a regular brand and variety of cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

“Regular” means the brand they usually smoke. 

If response=1, go to 042a/BR331. 

Otherwise, go to 047a/SB020. 

042a BR331 Ask if 041/BR310=1. 

What brand and variety of [cigarettes/roll-your-own cigarettes] do you smoke more than any other? 

(Response options omitted) 

777   Not Applicable 

888   Refused 

999   Don't Know 

Probe for whether respondent smokes regular, light, extra light, etc., size and menthol within their brand.  If smoker is unsure 

what they actually smoke, ask them if they would mind getting a pack.  Verify with respondent:  So you smoke (brand name, 

strength, size, etc) as listed on the screen. 

042b BR331o Ask if 042a/BR331=997. 

What other brand of [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco] do you smoke more than any other? 

Verify with respondent at end of sequence:  “So you smoke [brand name, strength, etc., as listed on screen] “ 
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042c BR330 Interviewer Training and Instructions for Brand question: 

Emphasize “specific” in the question.  If respondent gives a brand name that could fit several different entries in the coded list, 

probe as necessary for other descriptors, to determine whether any of the listed varieties matches the respondent’s answer.  If 

the response is vague or nonspecific, prompt respondent by saying: “What is the name you use when you ask for your brand in 

the store?”  Always confirm your choice with the respondent:  e.g. “There is a brand on my list that says “Basic Ultra Light 

Menthol 100s”  -- would that be the same as your brand?”  or “Would that be the brand you smoke most?”  If the respondent’s 

answer exactly matches the name on the list, simply read back the brand name as confirmation: e.g. “So your brand is Benson & 

Hedges Methol Mild King Size”. 

 

INTERVIEWER TRAINING -- Examples of probing:   

 

If respondent gives no strength indication at all, ask “Is your brand any particular strength, or isn’t that part of the brand name?”  

If respondent says “just regular strength” or “the plain kind” or “full flavour”, confirm that he/she smokes the default strength:  

“So there’s no mention of strength in your brand’s name?”  Sometimes “full flavour” is actually part of the brand name and 

sometimes it is unmentioned because it is the default strength.  This same kind of probing applies also to cigarette length – the 

shortest length for a given brand family will generally be the default length and may not be mentioned by the respondent, but the 

interviewer should explicitly confirm this with the respondent: “you didn’t mention what length your cigarette is.  Would that be 

[regular/ King size…] that you smoke?”   

 

IN UK and AU, strength descriptors have been banned, so manufacturers use other words to discriminate among varieties.  The 

different varieties include colours (blue, white, gold, etc) or words like “Fine” or “Smooth” in their names.  Probing for these 

words can’t mention strength, but rather interviewers should say:  “Are there any other words that help identify the name of your 

brand?”  OR “How do you ask for your specific brand in the store?”  If the response could fit several different varieties on the list, 

ask specifically:  “Would that be Pall Mall gold or Pall Mall white, or something else?”   In the brand lists for UK and AU, these 

non-strength descriptors have been treated like strength descriptors, in that they immediately follow the brand family’s name in 

the variety’s listing. 

 

If respondent says “ultra light” and the list for that brand family includes only the term “mild,” and never “light”, then say: Could 

that be “ultra mild”?  If the description offered by the respondent isn’t specific enough and therefore fits both menthol and 

non-menthol entries, probe by saying:  “Is that menthol or not menthol?”  Similarly, if the description could appy to entries for 

multiple lengths – e.g. King Size and 100s -- probe by saying: “Do you smoke King Size or 100s, or some other length?” 

 

In other words, use the names of the listed entries – within the mentioned brand family -- to probe for details, and thus to narrow 

down the options and identify the one code that fits the respondent’s answer – if there is one.  Confirm that variety with the 

respondent.  If no entry matches, or if respondent does not confirm the entry you think is closest, then code “other” and enter 

respondent’s answer as a text response. 
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043a BR501 Ask if 041/BR310=1. 

About how long have you been smoking [current brand]? 

1   Days 

2   Weeks 

3   Months 

4   Years 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

Enter choice of time units, or a non-response code. 

If response=1, go to 043b/BR501a. 

If response=2, go to 043c/BR501b. 

If response=3, go to 043d/BR501c. 

If response=4, go to 043e/BR501d. 

If response=9, go to 043f/BR503. 

043b BR501a (number of days) 

043c BR501b (number of weeks) 

043d BR501c (number of months) 

043e BR501d (number of years) 

043f BR503 Ask if 043a/BR501=9. 

Would that be less than one year, or at least one year? 

1   Less than one year 

2   At least one year 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

043g BR505v (Derived variable -- composite:   043f/BR503 and 043b/BR501a-e) 

1   Current brand smoked less than one year (or don't know) 

2   Current brand smoked one year or more 

If 043g/BR505v=1, go to 044a/BR611. 

Otherwise, go to 045/BR661. 

044a BR611 Ask if 043g/BR505v=1. 

In choosing [current brand], was part of your decision to smoke this brand based on any of the following . . . 

The tar and nicotine levels for the brand? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

044b BR616 It may not be as bad for your health? 
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044c BR621 Ask if 043g/BR505v=1 and 019/QA331=1. 

As a way to help you quit? 

044d BR626 Ask if 043g/BR505v=1. 

The price? 

044e BR636 How they taste? 

044f BR641 How satisfying they are? 

045 BR661 Ask if 043g/BR505v=2. 

Read out response options. 

How often, if at all, do you smoke cigarettes other than [current brand]? 

1   At least once a week 

2   Less than once a week, but at least once a month 

3   Less than once a month 

4   Never 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If respondent asks, other brand can be either factory-made/packet or RYO cigarettes. 

047a SB020 Ask if 033/FR309v=1. 

Do not read out time units. 

Respondent can answer with one time unit, or use both hours and minutes to give a more accurate answer. 

How soon after waking do you usually have your first smoke? 

1   Minutes 

2   Hours 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

Enter choice of time units, or a non-response code. 

047b SB021b (number of hours) 

Must be less than 24 hours. 

047c SB021a (number of minutes) 

048a SB025 Ask if smoking status=2-3. 

Do not read out time units. 

Respondent can answer with one time unit, or use both hours and minutes to give a more accurate answer. 

On days that you smoke, how soon after waking do you usually have your first smoke? 

1   Minutes 

2   Hours 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

Enter choice of time units, or a non-response code. 
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048b SB026b (number of hours) 

Must be less than 24 hours. 

048c SB026a (number of minutes) 

049a SB012v (Derived variable -- composite: total min to first cig, continuous) 

049b SB013v (Derived variable -- composite: total min to first cig, category) 

0   More than 60 min 

1   31-60 min 

2   6 to 30 min 

3   5 min or less 

050a SB203 Ask all. 

Read out response options if necessary. 

The following questions ask you about how often you’ve had certain thoughts in the last month, that is, since [1M Anchor]. For 

each question, please answer using one of the following:    Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Often, Very Often. 

 

In the last month -- since [1M Anchor] -- how often, if at all, did you . . . 

Smoking Status=1-3:   Think about how much you enjoy smoking? 

Smoking Status=4-6:   Think about how much you enjoyed smoking? 

1   Never 

2   Rarely 

3   Sometimes 

4   Often 

5   Very often 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

050b SB205 Smoking status=1-3:   Think about the harm your smoking might be doing to you? 

Smoking status=4-6:   Think about the harm your smoking might have been doing to you if you were still smoking? 

050c SB207 Smoking status=1-3:   Think about the harm your smoking might be doing to other people? 

Smoking status=4-6:   Think about the harm your smoking might have been doing to other people if you were still 

smoking? 

ANTI-SMOKING CAMPAIGNS 
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052 AD701 Ask all. 

Read out response options if necessary. 

Now I would like you to think about advertising or information that talks about the dangers of smoking, or encourages quitting. 

In the last 6 months -- since [6M anchor] -- how often, if at all, have you noticed such advertising or information? 

1   Never 

2   Rarely 

3   Sometimes 

4   Often 

5   Very often 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=2-5, go to 053a/AD711.  

Otherwise, go to 055a/AD761. 

053a AD711 Ask if 052/AD701=2-5. 

Read out each source of information. 

In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M anchor] -- have you noticed advertising or information that talks about the dangers of 

smoking, or encourages quitting, in any of the following places? 

On television? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

053b AD716 On radio? 

053c AD721 At the cinema? 

053d AD726 On posters or billboards? 

053e AD731 In newspapers or magazines? 

053f AD736 On shop windows or inside shops where tobacco is sold? 

053g AD741 On cigarette packs? 

053h AD746 In leaflets? 

053i AD751 On the Internet? 

053j AD756 Anywhere else? (specify) 

053k AD756o Ask if 053j/AD756=1. 

In the past 6 months, where else have you noticed advertising or information that talks about the dangers of smoking, or 

encourages quitting? 

Enter text response. 
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054a AD781 Ask if any of (053a/AD711-AD756)=1. 

Read out response options if necessary. 

Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the 

following statements.  

 

The advertisements I have seen that talk about the dangers of smoking or encourage quitting are . . . 

Relevant to me. 

1   Strongly agree 

2   Agree 

3   Neither agree nor disagree 

4   Disagree 

5   Strongly disagree 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

054b AD783 Produced by people who know what they are talking about. 

054c AD785 Convincing. 

055a AD761 Ask all. 

Read out each source of information. 

In the last 6 months -- [that is, since 6M anchor] -- have you noticed advertising or information that talks about the dangers of 

PASSIVE smoking or second-hand smoke in any of the following places? 

On television? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

055b AD763 On radio? 

055c AD765 At the cinema? 

055d AD767 On posters or billboards? 

055e AD769 In newspapers or magazines? 

055f AD771 On shop windows or inside shops where tobacco is sold? 

055g AD773 On cigarette packs? 

055h AD775 In leaflets? 

055i AD777 On the Internet? 

055j AD779 Anywhere else? (specify) 

If response=1, go to 055k/AD779o.   

Otherwise, go to 056a/AD791. 
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055k AD779o Ask if 055j/AD779=1. 

Where else have you seen such advertising? 

Enter text response. 

056a AD791 Ask if any of (055a/AD761-AD779)=1. 

Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the 

following statements.  

  

The advertisements I have seen about about the dangers of passive smoking or secondhand smoke are . . . 

Relevant to me. 

1   Strongly agree 

2   Agree 

3   Neither agree nor disagree 

4   Disagree 

5   Strongly disagree 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

056b AD793 Produced by people who know what they are talking about. 

056c AD795 Convincing. 

057 AD821 Ask all. 

In the last month -- that is, since [1M anchor] -- have you noticed any advertisements for stop-smoking medications? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

Point-of-sale subsection 
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059 AD622 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

Read out response options if necessary. 

In the last month – i.e. since [1M anchor] – thinking only about times when you were in shops that sell cigarettes but were 

NOT buying cigarettes, how often have you noticed cigarettes being displayed? 

1   Never 

2   Rarely 

3   Sometimes 

4   Often 

5   Very often 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 064/ET119. 

Otherwise, go to 060a/AD644. 

060a AD644 Ask if smoking status=1-3 and 059/AD622 NE 1. 

Read out response options if necessary. 

Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the 

following statements. 

 

Having cigarettes on display in shops . . . 

Helps me see what brands are available. 

1   Strongly agree 

2   Agree 

3   Neither agree nor disagree 

4   Disagree 

5   Strongly disagree 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

060b AD646 Helps me choose between brands of cigarettes. 

060c AD647 Makes me want a cigarette. 

060d AD648 Makes me think that smoking is acceptable. 

060e AD649 Encourages people to smoke. 

060f AD650 Informs me of new brands available. 

060g AD651 Informs me of prices. 

060h AD652 Informs me about the dangers of smoking. 

060i AD653 Is a good thing. 

060j AD654 Is useful. 
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061 AD628 Ask if smoking status=1-3 and 059/AD622 NE 1. 

Read out response options if necessary. 

Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following 

statement. 

Cigarettes should not be displayed in shops. 

1   Strongly agree 

2   Agree 

3   Neither agree nor disagree 

4   Disagree 

5   Strongly disagree 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

062a AD660 Ask if smoking status=1-3 and 059/AD622 NE 1. 

Read out response options if necessary. 

Now think what would happen if cigarettes were NOT on display in shops.  Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, 

neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following statements. 

It would make it harder for me to buy cigarettes. 

1   Strongly agree 

2   Agree 

3   Neither agree nor disagree 

4   Disagree 

5   Strongly disagree 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

062b AD661 It would make it harder for me to choose which cigarettes to buy. 

062c AD662 I would feel uncomfortable asking for cigarettes. 

SECONDHAND SMOKE 

064 ET119 Ask all. 

Are you bothered by secondhand smoke? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 065a/ET121. 

Otherwise, go to 067a/ET221. 
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065a ET121 Ask if 064/ET119=1. 

How does second-hand smoke bother you? 

Watery eyes?  (Is this how second-hand smoke bothers you?) 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

065b ET126 The smell?  (Is this how second-hand smoke bothers you?) 

065c ET131 Allergies?  (Is this how second-hand smoke bothers you?) 

065d ET136 Asthma?  (Is this how second-hand smoke bothers you?) 

065e ET141 Itching?  (Is this how second-hand smoke bothers you?) 

065f ET146 Stuffy nose?  (Is this how second-hand smoke bothers you?) 

065g ET151 Coughing?  (Is this how second-hand smoke bothers you?) 

065h ET156 In some other way? 

065i ET156o Ask if 065h/ET156=1. 

In what other way does second-hand smoke bother you? 

Enter text response. 

ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE 

067a ET221 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Which of the following best describes smoking inside your home? 

1   Smoking is allowed anywhere inside your home 

2   Smoking is NEVER allowed ANYWHERE inside your home 

3   Something in between 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 068a/ET231. 

If response=3, go to 067b/ET222. 

Otherwise, go to 069a/ET891. 

067b ET222 Ask if 067a/ET221=3. 

Can you provide more details by selecting the option that best corresponds with smoking in your home? 

1   Smoking is generally banned with few exceptions 

2   Smoking is only allowed in some rooms 
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068a ET231 Ask if smoking status=1-3 and 067a/ET221=1 or 3. 

When you are spending an evening at home, about how many cigarettes do you smoke INSIDE your house during the 

evening -- that is, from after-work onward? 

Enter number of cigarettes.  “At the window” is INSIDE the house, not outside. 

068b ET233 When you are spending an evening at home, about how many cigarettes do you smoke OUTSIDE your house during the 

evening -- that is, from after-work onward? 

Examples of “outside the house” could be: in the garden or at the doorstep. 

069a ET891 Ask if country=Scotland and smoking status=1-3. 

Read out response options. Select only one. 

Has the smoking ban in public places affected the rules about smoking in your home? 

1   It has made me MORE STRICT about the amount I smoke at home when I am WITH NONSMOKERS 

2   It has made me  MORE STRICT about the amount I smoke at home in general 

3   It has made me SMOKE MORE at home when I am WITH NONSMOKERS 

4   It has made me SMOKE MORE at home in general 

5   It has NOT AFFECTED the rules about smoking in my home 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

069b ET884 Ask if country=Scotland and smoking status=4-6. 

1   It has made the rules about smoking in my home MORE STRICT 

2   It has made the rules about smoking in my home LESS STRICT 

5   It has NOT AFFECTED the rules about smoking in my home 

ADD IF NECESSARY: “more strict” means that you would allow less smoking by others inside your home.  “Less strict” means 

that you would allow people to smoke more inside your home. 

070a ET886 Ask if country is not Scotland AND smoking status=1-3. 

Read out response options. Select only one. 

How will the smoking ban in public places affect the rules about smoking in your home? 

1   It will make me MORE STRICT about the amount I smoke at home when I am WITH NONSMOKERS 

2   It will make me MORE STRICT about the amount I smoke at home IN GENERAL 

3   It will make me SMOKE MORE at home when I am WITH NONSMOKERS 

4   It will make me SMOKE MORE at home IN GENERAL 

5   It will NOT AFFECT the rules about smoking in my home 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

Go to 071/ET325. 

070b ET887 Ask if country is not Scotland AND smoking status=4-6. 

1   It will make the rules about smoking in my home MORE STRICT 

2   It will make the rules about smoking in my home LESS STRICT 

5   It will NOT AFFECT the rules about smoking in my home 

ADD IF NECESSARY: “more strict” means that you would allow less smoking by others inside your home.  “Less strict” means 

that you would allow people to smoke more inside your home. 
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071 ET325 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

What are the rules about smoking in your family car or cars?  Would you say . . . 

1   Smoking is never allowed in any car 

2   Smoking is allowed sometimes or in some cars 

3   Smoking is allowed in all cars 

4   Do not have a family car 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

072 ET421 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Which of the following best describes the rules about smoking in drinking establishments, bars, and pubs where you live? 

1   Smoking is not allowed in any indoor area 

2   Smoking is allowed only in some indoor areas 

3   No rules or restrictions 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

073a ET432 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 6 months -- since [6M Anchor] -- how often have you visited a drinking establishment, bar, or pub where you live? 

1   More than once a week 

2   About once a week 

3   About once or twice a month 

4   Less often than once a month 

5   Never 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1-4, go to 073b/ET434. 

Otherwise, go to 077a/ET812. 

073b ET434 Ask if 073a/ET432=1-4. 

The last time you visited, were people smoking inside the pub or bar? 

1   Yes 

2   No 
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074 ET801 Ask if 073a/ET432=1-4 and country=Scotland. 

Read out response options. 

In your experience, to what extent are your local pubs and bars enforcing the smoke-free law? 

1   Not at all 

2   Somewhat 

3   Totally 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

075 ET803 Ask if 073a/ET432=1-4. 

Scotland resident:  Compared to before the smoking ban, would you say that there is now less smoke in the air, more 

smoke, or about the same amount of smoke in the air in pubs and bars? 

UK, but not Scotland:  Compared to a year ago, would you say that there is now less smoke in the air, more smoke, or 

about the same amount of smoke in the air in pubs and bars? 

1   Less 

2   More 

3   About the same 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

076a ET435 Ask if smoking status=1-3 AND 073a/ET432=1-4. 

“At the pub or bar” includes outdoor smoking as well as indoor smoking. 

Did you smoke at all at the pub or bar during your last visit? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 076b/ET437. 

Otherwise, go to 077a/ET812. 

076b ET437 Ask if 076a/ET435=1. 

Did you smoke inside the pub, outside, or both? 

1   Inside 

2   Outside 

3   Both inside and outside 

If response=2 or 3, go to 076c/ET440.  

Otherwise, go to 077a/ET812. 

076c ET440 Ask if 076b/ET437=2 or 3. 

Was that in an outdoor area on the premises or did you have to leave the premises altogether? 

1   Outdoor area on the premises 

2   Had to leave the premises altogether 
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077a ET812 Ask all. 

Scotland resident:  Compared to before the smoking ban, do you now visit pubs and bars more often, less often, or the 

same amount? 

UK, but not Scotland:  Compared to a year ago, do you now visit pubs and bars more often, less often, or the same 

amount? 

1   More often 

2   Less often 

3   Same amount 

4   Don't visit pubs now and/ or didn't visit pubs a year ago 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1-3, go to 077b/ET813. 

Otherwise, go to 078/ET451. 

077b ET813 Ask if 077a/ET812=1-3. 

Scotland resident:   When you visit pubs and bars now, do you tend to stay longer, less time, or the same amount of time 

as you did before the smoking ban? 

UK, but not Scotland:  When you visit pubs and bars now, do you tend to stay longer, less time, or the same amount of 

time as you did a year ago? 

1   Longer 

2   Less time 

3   Same amount of time 

078 ET451 Ask if country is not Scotland. 

Read out response options. 

In the past six months -- that is, since [6M anchor] -- how often, if at all, did the presence of second-hand cigarette smoke 

keep you from going to a pub or tavern? 

1   Never 

2   Rarely 

3   Sometimes 

4   Often 

5   Very often 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

ALCOHOL 
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080 DI711 Ask all. 

Now we want to ask you some questions about your consumption of alcoholic beverages. 

We are interested in how many alcoholic drinks you typically consume in a WEEK.  We define a drink as a small glass of 

wine, half a pint of beer or a standard measure of spirits.  In a typical week when you DO drink alcohol, how many alcoholic 

drinks do you usually have? 

Enter number of drinks. 

Emphasize that the number of beverages consumed at each place should include the entire 7-day period. 

081a DI715 Programmer: create a 1-week anchor that refers to current day-of-week, but last week – e.g. “since Tuesday of last 

week”. 

Ask all. 

In the past week -- that is, since [this weekday] of last week -- approximately how many alcoholic beverages have you consumed 

OVER THE ENTIRE WEEK at each of the following places? 

At home? 

Enter number of drinks. 

Emphasize that the number of beverages consumed at each place should include the entire 7-day period. 

081b DI717 At the homes of others? 

081c DI719 At parties or special events in a social venue (not at home)? 

081d DI721 At pubs and bars? 

081e DI723 At restaurants? 

081f DI725 Somewhere else? 

If response>0, go to 081g/DI725o. 

Otherwise, go to 083/ET521. 

081g DI725o Ask if 081f/DI725=1. 

Where else have you consumed alcoholic beverages this past week? 

Enter text response. 

CONTINUING ETS SECTION 

083 ET521 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Which of the following best describes the rules about smoking in restaurants or cafés where you live? 

1   Smoking is not allowed in any indoor area 

2   Smoking is allowed only in some indoor areas 

3   Smoking is allowed in all indoor areas 

4   Every restaurant, café has its own rules 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

This question refers to indoor areas of restaurants only.  Other questions deal with the outdoor areas of restaurants.    

If respondent asks, say:  “where you live” means your local restaurants, or restaurants in your community. 
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084a ET532 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M anchor] -- how often have you visited a restaurant or café where you live? 

1   More than once a week 

2   About once a week 

3   About once or twice a month 

4   Less often than once a month 

5   Never 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If respondent asks, say:  “where you live” means your local restaurants, or restaurants in your community. 

If response=1-4, go to 084b/ET534. 

Otherwise, go to 088a/ET841. 

084b ET534 Ask if 084a/ET532=1-4. 

The last time you visited, were people smoking inside the restaurant or cafe? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

085 ET831 Ask if 084a/ET532=1-4 and country=Scotland. 

Read out response options. 

In your experience, to what extent are your local restaurants and cafes enforcing the smoke-free law? 

1   Not at all 

2   Somewhat 

3   Totally 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

086 ET833 Ask if 084a/ET532=1-4. 

Scotland resident:  Compared to before the smoking ban, would you say that there is now less smoke in the air, more 

smoke, or about the same amount of smoke in the air in restaurants and cafes? 

UK, but not Scotland:  Compared to a year ago, would you say that there is now less smoke in the air, more smoke, or 

about the same amount of smoke in the air in restaurants and cafes? 

1   Less 

2   More 

3   About the same 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 
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087a ET535 Ask if 084a/ET532=1-4 and smoking status=1-3. 

“At the restaurant or cafe” includes outdoor smoking as well as indoor smoking. 

Did you smoke at all at the restaurant or café during your last visit? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 087b/ET537. 

Otherwise, go to 088a/ET841. 

087b ET537 Ask if 087a/ET535=1. 

Did you smoke inside the restaurant or café, outside, or both? 

1   Inside only 

2   Outside only 

3   Both inside and outside 

If response=2 or 3, go to 087c/ET539. 

Otherwise, go to 088a/ET841. 

087c ET539 Ask if 087b/ET537=2 or 3. 

Was that in an outdoor area on the premises or did you have to leave the premises altogether? 

1   Outdoor area on the premises 

2   Had to leave the premises altogether 

088a ET841 Ask all. 

Scotland resident:  Compared to before the smoking ban, do you now visit restaurants or cafes more often than before the 

ban, less often, or the same amount? 

UK, but not Scotland:  Compared to a year ago, do you now visit restaurants or cafes more often, less often, or the same 

amount? 

1   More often 

2   Less often 

3   Same amount 

4   Don't visit restaurants now and/ or didn't visit restaurants a year ago 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1-3, go to 088b/ET844. 

Otherwise, go to 089/ET551. 
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088b ET844 Ask if 088a/ET841=1-3. 

Scotland resident:   When you visit restaurants and cafes now, do you tend to stay longer, less time, or the same amount 

of time as you did before the smoking ban? 

UK, but not Scotland:  When you visit restaurants and cafes now, do you tend to stay longer, less time, or the same 

amount of time as you did a year ago? 

1   Longer 

2   Less time 

3   Same amount of time 

089 ET551 Ask if country is not Scotland. 

Read out response options if necessary. 

In the past six months -- that is, since [6M anchor] --  how often, if at all, did the presence of second-hand cigarette smoke 

keep you from going to a restaurant? 

1   Never 

2   Rarely 

3   Sometimes 

4   Often 

5   Very often 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

This includes cafes as well as restaurants. 

090a ET542 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 6 months -- since [6M Anchor] -- how often have you taken a public bus? 

1   More than once a week 

2   About once a week 

3   About once or twice a month 

4   Less than once a month 

5   Never 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1-4, go to 090b/ET544. 

Otherwise, go to 091a/ET552. 

090b ET544 Ask if 090a/ET542=1-4. 

The last time you did so, was there smoking inside the bus? 

1   Yes 

2   No 
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091a ET552 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

In the last 6 months -- since [6M Anchor] -- how often have you visited an enclosed shopping centre or shopping mall? 

1   More than once a week 

2   About once a week 

3   About once or twice a month 

4   Less than once a month 

5   Never 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

An “enclosed” shopping centre is one that is completely indoors. 

If response=1-4, go to 091b/ET554. 

Otherwise, go to 092/ET601b. 

091b ET554 Ask if 091a/ET552=1-4. 

The last time you did so, was there smoking inside? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

092 ET601b Ask if smoking status=3-6. 

Are you currently employed outside the home? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 093/ET621. 

Otherwise go to 096a/ET701. 

093 ET621 Ask if 038a/FR600a, 038b/FR600b or 092/ET601b=1. 

Read out response options. 

Which of the following best describes the smoking policy where you work? 

1   Smoking is not allowed in any indoor area 

2   Smoking is allowed only in some indoor areas 

3   Smoking is allowed in any indoor areas 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 
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094a ET634 Ask if 038a/FR600a, 038b/FR600b or 092/ET601b=1. 

In the last month -- that is, since [1M anchor] --  have people smoked in indoor areas where you work? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

094b ET635 Ask if smoking status=1-3 AND (038a/FR600a, 038b/FR600b or 092/ET601b=1). 

In the last month, have YOU smoked in indoor areas at work? 

095a ET641 Ask if smoking status=1-3 AND (038a/FR600a, 038b/FR600b or 092/ET601b=1). 

At work, other than at meal times, do you take any breaks in order to smoke?  By “break” we mean stopping your work 

while you smoke. 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 095b/ET642. 

Otherwise, go to 096a/ET701. 

095b ET642 Ask if 095a/ET641=1. 

On average, how many smoking breaks do you take when working a normal shift? 

Enter number of breaks. 

095c ET643 On average, how long are these breaks, in minutes? 

Enter length of break in minutes. 

095d ET645 Read out response options. 

Where do you normally take these breaks? 

1   At a designated smoking area indoors 

2   Somewhere else indoors 

3   Outdoors 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

096a ET701 Ask all. 

For each of the following public places, please tell me if you think smoking should be allowed in all indoor areas, in some indoor 

areas, or not allowed indoors at all: 

Hospitals? 

1   All indoor areas 

2   Some indoor areas 

3   Not at all 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 
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096b ET703 Workplaces? 

096c ET702 Public buses? 

096d ET704 Trains? 

096e ET706 Major Railway Stations? 

096f ET707 Restaurants and cafés? 

096g ET708 Fast food outlets? 

096h ET705 Drinking establishments (e.g. pubs/ bars) 

096i ET709 Enclosed shopping centres and shopping malls? 

An “enclosed” shopping centre is one that is completely indoors. 

096j ET710 Covered stands in football grounds? 

096k ET711 And now thinking about the OUTDOOR eating areas of restaurants and cafés -- do you think that smoking should be allowed 

in all outdoor eating areas, in some outdoor eating areas, or not allowed in outdoor eating areas at all? 

1   All outdoor eating areas 

2   Some outdoor eating areas 

3   No outdoor eating areas at all 

097a ET851 Ask if country=Scotland. 

I'm going to read a list of things that you may or may not have done to adjust to the smoke-free law.  Please answer YES, NO, or 

NOT APPLICABLE for each. 

Smoking status=1-3:   Has the smoke-free law made you more likely to quit smoking? 

Smoking status=4-6:   Did the smoke-free law make you more likely to quit smoking? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

3   Not applicable to me 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

097b ET864 Ask if country=Scotland and smoking status=4-6. 

Has the smoke-free law helped you stay quit? 

097c ET866 Ask if country=Scotland and smoking status=1-3. 

Has the smoke-free law made you cut down on the number of cigarettes you smoke? 

097d ET875 Has the smoking ban made you go outside to smoke when at a pub or restaurant? 

097e ET870 Ask if country=Scotland. 

Smoking status=1-3:   Has the smoke-free law made you use stop-smoking medications like the nicotine patch or gum? 

Smoking status=4-6:   Has the smoke-free law made you more likely to use stop-smoking medications like the nicotine 

patch or gum? 

097f ET874 Smoking status=1-3:  Have you avoided going to pubs because of the smoke-free law? 

Smoking status=4-6:  When you were still smoking, did you avoid going to pubs because of the smoke-free law? 

097g ET876 Smoking status=1-3:  Have you avoided going to restaurants because of the smoke-free law? 

Smoking status=4-6:  When you were still smoking, did you avoid going to restaurants because of the smoke-free law? 
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097h ET872 Ask if country=Scotland and smoking status=1-3. 

Have you travelled out of the country to find a place where you could smoke indoors? 

098 ET888 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Do you support or oppose [the Scottish total ban / an English total ban] on smoking inside pubs and other enclosed public 

places? 

1   Strongly support 

2   Support 

3   Oppose 

4   Strongly oppose 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

099 ET889 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Overall, would you say that a ban on smoking in pubs and other enclosed public places is a good thing or a bad thing? 

1   Very bad 

2   Bad 

3   Good 

4   Very good 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

SMOKED TOBACCO PRODUCTS 

101 ST301 Ask all. 

In the past month, have you used any other tobacco products besides cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

This includes smoked tobacco products as well as tobacco products that are not smoked (i.e. smokeless). 

If response=1, go to 102a/ST311. 

Otherwise, go to 105/NR110. 
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102a ST311 Ask if 101/ST301=1. 

Do not read out products.  Code all that are mentioned. 

What did you use? 

Cigars. 

1   Mentioned 

2   Not mentioned 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

“Use” in the question includes just trying – i.e. include any products that the respondent has used one or more times. 

102b ST313 Cigarillos. 

102c ST315 Bidis. 

102d ST317 Pipe. 

102e ST319 Chewing tobacco. 

102f ST321 Snuff. 

102g ST323 Omni. 

102h ST325 Accord. 

102i ST327 Ariva. 

102j ST331 Specify other _________________________________________. 

102k ST331o Ask if 102j/ST331=1. 

What other product did you use? 

Enter text response. 

102l ST302v Derived variable: # non-cig tobacco products used in last month (counter). 

103a ST352 Ask if 102a/ST311=1. 

Read out response options. 

How often do you currently smoke cigars?  Would that be . . . 

1   Daily 

2   Less than daily, but at least once a week 

3   Less than weekly, but at least once a month 

4   Less than monthly 

5   Or have you stopped altogether? 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

103b ST354 Ask if 102b/ST313=1. 

How often do you currently smoke cigarillos?  Would that be . . . 

103c ST356 Ask if 102c/ST315=1. 

How often do you currently smoke bidis?  Would that be . . . 
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103d ST358 Ask if 102d/ST317=1. 

How often do you currently smoke a pipe?  Would that be . . . 

103e ST360 Ask if 102e/ST319=1. 

How often do you currently use chewing tobacco?   Would that be . . . 

103f ST362 Ask if 102f/ST321=1. 

How often do you currently use snuff?  Would that be . . . 

103g ST364 Ask if 102g/ST323=1. 

How often do you currently use Omni?  Would that be . . . 

103h ST366 Ask if 102h/ST325=1. 

How often do you currently use Accord?  Would that be . . . 

103i ST368 Ask if 102i/ST327=1. 

How often do you currently use Ariva?  Would that be . . . 

103j ST388 Ask if 102j/ST331=1. 

How often do you currently use [other non-cig product from 102k/ST331o]?  Would that be . . . 

105 NR110 Ask if country=Scotland. 

Thinking about when the smoking ban in public places first came into effect -- that is, March 26, 2006  -- did you use any 

stop-smoking medications WITHIN A MONTH OF THE BAN -- i.e. between the end of March and the end of April last year? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

106 NR111 Ask all. 

If country=Scotland, add preamble:  Now we want to know about your MORE RECENT use of stop-smoking medications. 

In the last 6 months -- since [6M Anchor] -- have you used any stop-smoking medication such as Nicotine Replacement 

Therapies like nicotine gum or the patch, or pills such as Zyban? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 107a/NR137. 

Otherwise, go to 117a/NR783. 
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107a NR137 Ask if 106/NR111=1. 

Do not read out products.  Code all that are mentioned. 

In the last 6 months, which medication or medications did you use? 

NRT: Nicotine water. 

1   Mentioned 

2   Not mentioned 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

We can’t use BRAND (e.g. Nicorette).  We want the TYPE (e.g. gum, patch). 

107b NR121 NRT: Nicotine gum. 

107c NR123 NRT: Nicotine patch. 

107d NR125 NRT: Nicotine lozenges. 

107e NR127 NRT: Nicotine (sublingual) tablets. 

107f NR129 NRT: Nicotine inhaler. 

107g NR131 NRT: Nicotine nasal spray. 

107h NR133 Prescription:  Zyban (or Bupropion, or Wellbutrin). 

107i NR132 Prescription:  Champix (UK, EU, AU)/ Chantix (CA, US)/ Varenicline 

107j NR141 Other medication (specify). 

107k NR141o Ask if 107j/NR141=1. 

Specify other _________________________________________. 

Enter text response. 

108a NR301 Ask if more than one of (107a/NR137–NR141)=1. 

Do not read out response options.  Check only one. 

Which product did you use most recently? 

01   Nicotine water 

02   Nicotine gum 

03   Nicotine patch 

04   Nicotine lozenges 

05   Nicotine tablets (sublngual) 

06   Nicotine inhaler 

07   Nicotine nasal spray 

08   Champix/ Chantix/ Verenicline 

09   Zyban/ Wellbutrin/ Bupropion 

10   Other 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 
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108b NR301o Ask if 108a/NR301=10. 

Which other product did you use most recently? 

Enter text response. 

109 NR303 Ask if 106/NR111=1. 

Referent product for 109/NR303--NR310 is one of: 

                   1) sole product from 107b/NR121-141o, or 

                   2) most recent product from 108a/NR301. 

Read out response options. Select only one. 

How did you get [referent medication]? 

1   By prescription 

2   Over-the-counter/ off the shelf 

3   From a friend 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

By prescription includes from stop-smoking services, GPs, nurses, and pharmacists. 

110 NR304 Ask if 106/NR111=1. 

Select only one. 

When you used [referent medication], did you pay full price, get a discount, or get it free? 

1   Paid full price 

2   Got a discount 

3   Got it free 

4   Paid prescription fee 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

111a NR305 Ask if 106/NR111=1. 

Read out response options. Select only one. 

What was the main reason you used [referent medication]? 

1   To stop smoking completely 

2   To reduce the amount you smoke 

3   To cope with times you could not or were not allowed to smoke 

4   Other reason (specify) 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1 or 2, go to 112/NR306. 

If response=3, go to 116/NR310. 

If response=4, go to 111b/NR305o. 

Otherwise, go to 117a/NR783. 
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111b NR305o Ask if 111a/NR305=4. 

What was the other main reason you used [referent medication]? 

Enter text response. 

112 NR306 Ask if 111a/NR305=1-2. 

Are you still using [referent medication]? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

113a NR307a Ask if 111a/NR305=1-2. 

112/NR306=1:   In total, how long have you been using [referent medication]? 

112/NR306 NE 1:   In total, how long did you use [referent medication]? 

(number of days) 

Go to 114/NR308. 

113b NR307b (number of weeks) 

113c NR307c (number of months) 

113d NR307d (day of month) 

Go to 113e/NR307e. 

113e NR307e (month) 

Go to 113f/NR307f. 

113f NR307f (year) 

114 NR308 Ask if 111a/NR305=1. 

Did you smoke regularly while using [referent medication]? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If respondent asks, this refers to smoking over most of the time the medication was used, not to just the beginning of med use or 

to an occasional slip. 
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115a NR309 Ask if 112/NR306=2. 

Do not read out response options.  Check only one. 

What was the main reason you discontinued using [referent medication]? 

1   Quit/ it worked 

2   Didn’t work/ went back to smoking 

3   Side effects/ made me sick 

4   Ran out 

5   Too expensive/ insurance coverage ran out 

6   Stressful situation 

7   Social situation 

8   Other 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

If response=8, go to 115b/NR309o. 

Otherwise, go to 117a/NR783. 

115b NR309o Ask if 115a/NR309=8. 

What was the other main reason you discontinued using [referent medication]? 

Enter text response. 

Go to 117a/NR783. 

116 NR310 Ask if 111a/NR305=3. 

Read out response options. Select only one. 

How often do you use [product(s)] to cope with situations where you can’t smoke?  Would that be . . . 

1   Daily 

2   Less than daily but at least once a week 

3   Less then weekly but at least once a month 

4   Less than monthly 

5   Or have you stopped using such products altogether? 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 
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117a NR783 Ask all. 

I'm going to read out a list of statements about stop-smoking medications.  Please tell me if you strongly agree, agree, neither 

agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the following statements. 

Smoking status=1-3:   If you decided you wanted to quit, stop-smoking medications would make it easier. 

Smoking status>=4:   Stop smoking medications make it easier to quit. 

1   Strongly agree 

2   Agree 

3   Neither agree nor disagree 

4   Disagree 

5   Strongly disagree 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

117b NR785 Smoking status=1-3: If you decided you wanted to quit, you would be able to quit without stop-smoking medications. 

Smoking status=4-6 & 106/NR111=1: You would have been able to quit without stop smoking medications. 

117c NR787 Stop-smoking medications are too expensive. 

117d NR789 You don't know enough about how to use stop-smoking medications properly. 

117e NR791 Stop-smoking medications are too hard to get. 

117f NR793 Stop-smoking medications might harm your health. 

118a NR794 Ask all. 

As far as you know, are nicotine replacement medications less harmful, more harmful, or no different than smoking 

cigarettes? 

1   Less harmful 

2   No different 

3   More harmful 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 118b/NR796. 

If response=3, go to 118c/NR798. 

Otherwise, go to 120/NR801. 

118b NR796 Ask if 118a/NR794=1. 

Are they a little or a lot less harmful than smoking cigarettes? 

1   A little less 

2   A lot less 

Go to 120/NR801. 

118c NR798 Ask if 118a/NR794=3. 

Are they a little or a lot more harmful than smoking cigarettes? 

1   A little more 

2   A lot more 
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CESSATION HELP 

120 NR801 Ask all. 

In the last 6 months – since [6M anchor] – have you visited a doctor or other health professional? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1 and smoking status=1-3, go to 121a/NR811. 

If response=1 and smoking status=4-6, go to 126a/NR821. 

Otherwise, go to 131a/NR861. 

121a NR811 Ask if smoking status=1-3 and 120/NR801=1. 

During any visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 6 months, did you receive . . . 

Advice to quit smoking? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 121b/NR812. 

Otherwise, go to 122a/NR813. 

121b NR812 Ask if 121a/NR811=1. 

Did this make you think about quitting smoking? 

122a NR813 Ask if smoking status=1-3 and 120/NR801=1. 

During any visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 6 months, did you receive . . . 

Additional help or a referral to another service to help you quit? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 122b/NR814. 

Otherwise, go to 123/NR815. 

122b NR814 Ask if 122a/NR813=1. 

Did this make you think about quitting smoking? 
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123 NR815 Ask if smoking status=1-3 and 120/NR801=1. 

During any visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 6 months, did you receive . . . 

A prescription for stop-smoking medication? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

124a NR817 Ask if smoking status=1-3 and 120/NR801=1. 

During any visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 6 months, did you receive . . . 

Pamphlets or brochures on how to quit. 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 124b/NR818. 

Otherwise, go to 125a/NR811v. 

124b NR818 Ask if 124a/NR817=1. 

Did this make you think about quitting smoking? 

125a NR811v (Derived Variable: received advice from doctor to quit, overall (incl those who did not visit the doctor)) 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

125b NR813v (Derived Variable: referral from doctor to quit, overall (incl those who did not visit the doctor)) 

125c NR815v (Derived Variable: quitting RX from doctor, overall (incl those who did not visit the doctor)) 

125d NR817v (Derived Variable: pamphlet on staying quit, from doctor, overall (incl those who did not visit the doctor)) 

126a NR821 Ask if smoking status=4-6 and 120/NR801=1. 

During any visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 6 months, did you receive . . . 

Encouragement or support for quitting smoking? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 126b/NR822.   

Otherwise, go to 127a/NR823. 

126b NR822 Ask if 126a/NR821=1. 

Did this help you to stay quit? 
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127a NR823 Ask if smoking status=4-6 and 120/NR801=1. 

During any visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 6 months, did you receive . . . 

Additional help or a referral to another service to help you stay quit? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 127b/NR824. 

If response NE 1, go to 128/NR825. 

127b NR824 Ask if 127a/NR823=1. 

Did this help you to stay quit? 

128 NR825 Ask if smoking status=4-6 and 120/NR801=1. 

During ANY visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 12 months, did you receive . . . 

A prescription for stop-smoking medication? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

129a NR827 Ask if smoking status=4-6 and 120/NR801=1. 

During any visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 6 months, did you receive . . . 

Pamphlets or brochures on how to stay quit? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 129b/NR828. 

Otherwise, go to 130a/NR821v. 

129b NR828 Ask if 129a/NR827=1. 

Did this help you to stay quit? 

130a NR821v (Derived Variable: received support from doctor for having quit, overall (incl those who did not visit the doctor)) 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

130b NR823v (Derived Variable: referral from doctor to quit, overall (incl those who did not visit the doctor)) 

130c NR825v (Derived Variable: quitting RX from doctor, overall (incl those who did not visit the doctor)) 

130d NR827v (Derived Variable: pamphlet on staying quit, from doctor, overall (incl those who did not visit the doctor)) 
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131a NR861 Ask all. 

In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M anchor] --  have you received advice or information about quitting smoking from any of 

the following? 

Telephone or quit line services? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 131b/NR863. 

Otherwise, go to 132a/NR865. 

131b NR863 Ask if 131a/NR861=1 AND 019/QA331=1. 

Did this help you in your quit attempt? 

132a NR865 Ask all. 

In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M anchor] --  have you received advice or information about quitting smoking from any of 

the following? 

The Internet. 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 132b/NR867. 

Otherwise, go to 133a/NR869. 

132b NR867 Ask if 132a/NR865=1 AND 019/QA331=1. 

Did this help you in your quit attempt? 

133a NR869 Ask all. 

In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M anchor] --  have you received advice or information about quitting smoking from any of 

the following? 

Local stop-smoking services (such as clinics or specialists)? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 133b/NR871. 

Otherwise, go to 134a/NR884. 

133b NR871 Ask if 133a/NR869=1 AND 019/QA331=1. 

Did this help you in your quit attempt? 
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134a NR884 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the 

following statements. 

The government should do more to help smokers give up smoking. 

1   Strongly agree 

2   Agree 

3   Neither agree nor disagree 

4   Disagree 

5   Strongly disagree 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

134b NR887 The government should do more to make sure stop-smoking medications are available to everyone who wants them. 

136a BQ111 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

Respondent does not need to be intending to quit to respond.  Emphasize “IF” in wording. 

Read out response options. 

Now we would like to ask you some questions on any thoughts you might have had about quitting smoking. 

If you decided to give up smoking completely in the next 6 months, how sure are you that you would succeed? 

1   Not at all sure 

2   Slightly sure 

3   Moderately sure 

4   Very sure 

5   Extremely sure 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

136b BQ116 Ask if smoking status=4-6. 

Read out response options. 

Now we would like to ask you some questions about quitting smoking. 

Smoking status=4:   You said earlier that you are currently attempting to quit.  How sure are you that you will succeed in 

quitting smoking for good at this attempt? 

Smoking status=5-6:   How confident are you that you will remain a non-smoker? 
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137a BQ141 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

Are you planning to quit smoking  . . . 

1   Within the next month 

2   Within the next 6 months 

3   Sometime in the future, beyond 6 months 

4   Or are you not planning to quit? 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 137b/BQ146. 

If response=2 or 3, go to 138b/BQ153. 

If response=4, go to 138a/BQ151. 

Otherwise, go to 139a/BQ201. 

137b BQ146 Ask if 137a/BQ141=1. 

Have you set a firm date? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

138a BQ151 Ask if 137a/BQ141=4. 

Do you want to quit smoking at all? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 138b/BQ153.  

Otherwise, go to 139a/BQ201. 

138b BQ153 Ask if (1) smoking status=1-3 AND (2) (137a/BQ141=1-3) OR (BQ141=4 AND 138a/BQ151=1). 

Read out response options. 

How much do you want to quit smoking? 

1   A little 

2   Somewhat 

3   A lot 
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139a BQ201 Ask all. 

Smoking status=1-3 & 137a/BQ141=4: 

Even though you mentioned that you are not currently planning to quit, in the past 6 months, have each of the following things 

led you to think about quitting?  -- not at all, somewhat, or very much? 

Smoking status=1-3 & 137a/BQ141<>4: 

In the past 6 months, have each of the following things led you to think about quitting?  -- not at all, somewhat, or very much? 

Smoking status=4-5: 

To what extent, if at all, were each of the following things reasons for your quit attempt?  -- not at all, somewhat, or very much? 

Smoking status=6: 

To what extent, if at all, have each of the following things helped you to stay quit -- not at all, somewhat, or very much? 

Concern for your personal health? 

1   Not at all 

2   Somewhat 

3   Very much 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

139b BQ203 Concern about the effect of your cigarette smoke on non-smokers? 

139c BQ207 That society disapproves of smoking? 

139d BQ209 The price of cigarettes? 

139e BQ211 Smoking restrictions at work? 

139f BQ213 Smoking restrictions in public places like [restaurants or bars/ cafes or pubs]? 

139g BQ217 Advice from a doctor, dentist, or other health professional to quit? 

139h BQ221 Free, or lower cost, stop-smoking medication? 

139i BQ227 Warning labels on cigarette packages? 

139j BQ229 Setting an example for children? 
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140 BQ301 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Smoking status=1-3:   How much do you think you would benefit from health and other gains if you were to quit smoking 

permanently in the next 6 months?    

Smoking status=4-6:   How much do you think you would benefit from health and other gains if you were to continue not 

to smoke? 

1   Not at all 

2   Slightly 

3   Moderately 

4   Very much 

5   Extremely 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

PSYCHOSOCIAL: BELIEFS ABOUT SMOKING, MODERATORS 

142a DI211 Ask all. 

Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the 

following statements. 

You spend a lot of time thinking about how what you do today will affect your life in the future. 

1   Strongly agree 

2   Agree 

3   Neither agree nor disagree 

4   Disagree 

5   Strongly disagree 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

142b PS211 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

You enjoy smoking too much to give it up. 

142c PS214 Ask all. 

Cigarette smoke is dangerous to non-smokers. 

142d PS215 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

If you had to do it over again, you would not have started smoking. 

142e PS231 There are fewer and fewer places where you feel comfortable about smoking. 

142f PS233 Society disapproves of smoking. 

142g PS229 People who are important to you believe that you should not smoke. 

142h IN215 Tobacco companies can be trusted to tell the truth about the dangers of their products. 

142i IN219 Tobacco companies have tried to convince the public that there is little or no health risk from second-hand smoke. 
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PERCEIVED RISK 

144a PR311 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

To what extent, if at all, has smoking damaged your health? 

1   Not at all 

2   Just a little 

3   A fair amount 

4   A great deal 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

144b PR313 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

How worried are you, if at all, that smoking WILL damage your health in the future? 

1   Not at all worried 

2   A little worried 

3   Moderately worried 

4   Very worried 

145a PR321 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

To what extent, if at all, has smoking lowered your quality of life? 

1   Not at all 

2   Just a little 

3   A fair amount 

4   A great deal 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

145b PR327 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

How worried are you, if at all, that smoking will lower your quality of life in the future? 

1   Not at all worried 

2   A little worried 

3   Moderately worried 

4   Very worried 
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146 PR330 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

If you continue to smoke the amount you do now, how likely do you think it is that you will develop lung cancer in the 

future? 

1   Not at all likely 

2   A little likely 

3   Moderately likely 

4   Very likely 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

147 DI241 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

Of the five closest friends or acquaintances that you spend time with on a regular basis, how many of them are smokers? 

Record number between 0 and 5. 

148 DI301 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

What is your overall opinion of smoking?  Is it . . . ? 

1   Very positive 

2   Positive 

3   Neither positive nor negative 

4   Negative 

5   Very negative 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

150 DE220 Ask all. 

Finally, to make sure we have interviewed a cross-section of people, I'd like to ask you a few questions about yourself.  Please be 

assured that all your responses will be kept entirely confidential. 

In the last month -- that is, since [1M anchor] -- because of a shortage of money, were you unable to pay any important bills 

on time, such as electricity, telephone or rent bills? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 
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151a DE121 Ask all. 

In the last year – that is, since [12M anchor] -- have there been any major changes to your income, education level, marital 

status, or the number of children living in the home? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If respondent does not volunteer, ask:  Would that be changes to income, education level, marital status, or number of 

children living in the home? 

If response=1, go to 151b/DE123. 

Otherwise, go to 160a/AI512. 

151b DE123 Ask if 151a/DE121=1. 

Your household income? 

1   Mentioned 

2   Not mentioned 

151c DE125 Your education level? 

151d DE127 Your marital status? 

151e DE129 Children living in the home? 

152a DE211y Ask if country=UK and 151b/DE123=1: 

Read out response options. 

Which of the following categories best describes your ANNUAL household income, that is the total income before taxes, or 

gross income, of all persons in your household combined, for one year? 

01   Under £6,500 

02   £6,500-15,000 

03   £15,001-30,000 

04   £30,001-40,000 

05   £40,001-50,000 

06   £50,001-65,000 

07   £65,001-95,000 

08   £95,001 and over 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 
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152b DE211u Ask if country=Ireland and 151b/DE123=1. 

1   Under 10,000 euros 

2   10,000 to 29,999 euros 

3   30,000 to 44,999 euros 

4   45,000 to 59,999 euros 

5   60,000 to 74,999 euros 

6   75,000 to 99,999 euros 

7   100,000 to 149,999 euros 

8   150,000 euros and over 

153 DE311y Ask if 151c/DE125=1. 

Do not read out response options. 

What is the highest level of formal education that you have completed? 

1   Primary or secondary school/vocational level 1 & 2/trade apprenticeship 

2   Sec school advanced/vocational level 3 

3   Further education/ training college below degree level 

4   Some university 

5   Completed university degree 

6   Post-graduate degree 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

154 DE111 Ask if 151d/DE127=1. 

Are you now married, separated, divorced, widowed, living common-law, or single? 

1   Married 

2   Separated 

3   Divorced 

4   Widowed 

5   Common-Law [Australia: Defacto] 

6   Single 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

155 DE811 Ask if 151e/DE129=1. 

Are there any children under the age of 18 currently living in your household? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 156/DE816. 

Otherwise, go to 160a/AI512. 
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156 DE816 Ask if 155/DE811=1. 

How many children under the age of 18 are currently living in your household? 

Enter number. 

If response=1, go to 157a/DE821. 

If response>1, go to 158a/DE831. 

157a DE821 Ask if 156/DE816=1. 

Read out response options. 

Is this child . . . ? 

1   Under the age of 1 

2   Between 1 and 5 years old 

3   Between 6 and 12 years old, or 

4   Between 13 and 17 years old 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1, go to 157b/DE826. 

Otherwise, go to 160a/AI512. 

157b DE826 Ask if 157a/DE821=1. 

How many months old is that child? 

Enter number of months.  If less than 1 month old, enter 0.  Max=12. 

Go to 160a/AI512. 

158a DE831 Ask if 156/DE816>1. 

How many are under the age of 1? 

Enter number. 

If response>0, go to 158b/DE836. 

Otherwise go to 159a/DE841. 

158b DE836 Ask if 158a/DE831>0. 

158a/DE831=1:   How many months old is that child? 

158a/DE831>1:   How many months old is the youngest child? 

Enter number of months.  If less than 1 month old, enter 0.  Max=12. 

159a DE841 Ask if 156/DE816>1. 

How many are between 1 and 5 years old? 

Enter number. 

159b DE846 How many are between 6 and 12 years old? 
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159c DE851 How many are between 13 and 17 years old? 

If 156/DE816 not =(DE831 + 159a/DE841 + 159b/DE846 + 159c/DE851) and not (Can't Say Or Refused), say: 

You mentioned there were [156/DE816] children in the household . . .  

But you have said there are [158a/DE831] under the age of 1,  

[159a/DE841] between 1 and 5 years old,  

[159b/DE846] between 6 and 12 years old, and  

[159c/DE851] between 13 and 17 years old – a total of (158a/DE831 + 159a/DE841 + 159b/DE846 + DE851).   

I need to ask you those questions again. 

160a AI512 Ask all. 

Would you mind giving us your email address?  We will not share it with anyone who is unconnected with this study.  We 

want it in case we need to follow up on some of the questions we ask you in these interviews. 

1   Yes, will give email address 

2   No, can't or won't give email address 

160b email Ask if 160a/AI512=1. 

What is your email address? 

Enter email address. 

161a AI505 If letter was sent, ask. 

Those are all my questions.   Thank you very much for your help.  

 

We are planning to conduct this survey again at some point next year, in about a year. 

Prior to calling you for the next survey, we would be sending you another voucher, as a token of our thanks. 

 

In order to make sure that this voucher for the next survey reaches you, we would like to keep your contact information up 

to date.  Do you anticipate that your address or phone number will change at any time over the next year? 

1   No change to address or phone number 

2   Respondent provides new address and/or phone number 

3   Respondent does not provide new address and/or phone number 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

161b AI507 Ask if letter was not sent. 

Those are all my questions.   Thank you very much for your help.  

 

We are planning to conduct this survey again at some point next year, in about a year. 

Prior to calling you for the next survey, we would be sending you another voucher, as a token of our thanks. 

 

In order to make sure that this voucher is sent to you for the next survey we would need a mailing address for you. Would 

you like to give us an address? 

1   Yes, provides address 

2   No, refuses to give address 
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162a AI521 We have also found it helpful in recontacting people to obtain the name and phone number of someone not living with you, 

such as a close friend or a relative, who can help us in case we are having trouble contacting you. 

 

IF PROVIDED NEXT-OF-KIN LAST WAVE:  The last time we spoke you provided [contact’s name] and their phone number 

--[contact’s phone number]. Is this still the best contact person and phone number? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

162b AI522 If 162a/AI521=2, OR did not provide next-of-kin contact last wave: 

Could you please provide the name and phone number of that person for you? 

162c AI525 Ask if 162a/AI521=2. 

Record name and phone number of new contact. 

163 AI533 As I mentioned to you at the beginning of the survey, we have sent you a cheque for  [payment amount]. Please call us at 

this toll free number in case you have not received the cheque by next week:    0 800 085 2368/ 1 800 946 339. 

If emailing, plase send to IUKwave3@roymorgan.com. 

164 AI535 Thank you again. 

 


